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Abstract 
In this paper we establish a relation between rational solutions of the classical Yang-Baxter 
equation for sC(n) of class k and subalgebras of sd(n +k) having a 2-cocycle, which is non- 
degenerate as a bilinear form. This is a generalization of the result about rational solutions 
obtained by Belavin and Drinfeld [A. Belavin, V. Drinfeld, On classical Yang-Baxter equation 
for simple Lie algebras, Funct. Anal. Appl. 16 (1982) l-291, which is exactly the case k = 0. 
@ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to generalize the following result obtained in [ 11. 
Theorem 1. Let g be a simple Lie algebra over C and {ei} be an orthonormal basis 
of g with respect to the Killing form and t = xi ei @ ei. Then any rational solution of 
the classical Yang-Baxter equation (CYBE) of the form t/(u - v) + r with r E g @ g 
induces a subalgebra L c g and a non-degenerate 2-cocycte BE Z’(L,@). 
Conversely, if one has L c g and a non-degenerate BE Z*(L, a=), then there exists 
the corresponding rational solution of the form t/(u - v) + r. 
Here we remind that a function X(u, 11) with values in g @ y satisfies CYBE if 
~~‘2~uI,u2)1,~‘3t~I,u3)1 + [X’2(E11,U2),X23(U2ru3)l 
+ [X13(~1,~3),X23(~2,~3)] =0 and X’*(U,V)= -X*‘(v,u). 
0022-4049/99/$ - see front matter @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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We say that X(u, v) is a rational solution if X(u, v) = t/(u - v) + p(u, II), where p(u, v) 
is a polynomial with coefficients in y @ g. Two rational solutions Xl (u, u) and 
&(u, u) are said to be gauge equivalent if there exists a(u) ~Adg[u] such that 
~2(~,~)=(~(~)~~(u))(~l(u,~)) ( see [ 1,4] for a general discussion). In what 
follows, we need the results obtained in [4] for g = se(n). 
Theorem 2. There is a l-1 correspondence b tween rational solutions and subalgebras 
W C sQn, @((u-’ ))) satisfying: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
W > uPNsd(n, C[[u-‘I]) for some N; 
W @sQn, C[u]) =sQn,C((u-I))); 
W = W’ with respect to the form (f, g) = Res,,o tr( f (u) . g(u)) (such subal- 
gebras are called Lagrangian). 
If we have W satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2, then X(u, v) can be recon- 
structed in the following way. Let {ei} be an orthonormal basis of sb(n, C) with respect 
to the form (a, b) = tr(a. 6). Then {eiz8}, k > 0 is a basis of s/(n, C[u]) and let 4 
be the basis of W dual to {eiu”} with respect to the form defined in Theorem 2. It is 
possible to show that X(u, u) = C e& @Ji. 
Example. It is easily seen that W =u-‘st(n,C((u-‘))) satisfies all the conditions 
of Theorem 2 and the dual basis in this case is {e&-‘} (we write v instead 
of u to distinguish the first and the second factors in the tensor product). 
We have 
X(ll, V) = C eiUk @ t?iUek-’ = t C UkVpk-’ = &. 
i,k>O k>O 
This is the famous Yang solution of CYBE. 
Theorem 3. For any rational solution X(u,v) there exists a gauge equivalent so- 
lution Xl(u, v) such that the corresponding subalgebra WI satisfies the condition 
W, c d&n, @[[up’]])d;‘, where 
dk=diag(l,..., 1, u...u)E GL(n,C((u-I))). \ , 
k times 
Theorem 3 leads to the definition: 
A rational solution is said to be of class k if the corresponding subalgebra W satisfies 
the condition WC dk s/(n, @[[u-‘]])d;‘; (0 5 k i n - 1). 
The reconstruction procedure for X(u, v) from W implies the following: 
Corollary. The solutions of class 0 are exactly solutions of the form t/(u - v) + r 
with r ~s/(n,@)@~ (see [4] for details). 
Let us describe all the solutions of class 0 in other terms. 
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Step 1: Let p : st(n, @[[up’]]) + sL’(n, C), p(ao + a’u-’ + . .) = a0 be the canonical 
projection. Then clearly L = p(W) c sL’(n, 02) is a Lie subalgebra. 
Step 2: Clearly, W CL + u-‘stf(n, C[[u-‘I]). Since W = W’ we have 
(L + u-‘s@z,C[[u-‘]]))l = u-‘Ll+ u-*s&r, C[[U_‘I]) c w, 
where Ll is a subset of &(n,@) satisfying tr(L .Ll)=O. 
Step 3: Now, we see that W is uniquely defined by its image in 
L + ~-‘~~(~~ w-‘11) “L +L* 
(L + u-‘se(n, @[[u-‘]]>)L - 2 
since sQn, C)/L’ ZX*. Here L + L* is the semidirect sum of L and the abelian ideal 
L* (the action of L on L* is coadjoint). Moreover, W induces a Lagrangian subalgebra 
S c L + L* with respect to the canonical bilinear form on L + L* and rc(S) = L under 
the canonical projection rc : L + L” + L. 
Step 4: Since dims = dim L there exists a linear map y : L -+ L* such that S = 
{ 1+ y(I): I EL}. Let us define a bilinear form B on L by formula B(x, y) = y(x)(y). 
Then condition 2 of Theorem 2 implies that L + S = L + L* what in its turn implies 
that B is non-degenerate on L. And finally, the fact that S is a Lagrangian subalgebra 
provides that B E Z*(L, C). 
If we recall that a Lie algebra L c st(n, C) is called quasi-Frobenius if there exists 
a non-degenerate 2-cocycle B E Z2(L, C), then Theorem 1 provides a correspondence 
between rational solutions of class 0 and quasi-Frobenius subalgebras of se(n). 
Our aim is to establish an analogous correspondence between rational solutions of 
class k and quasi-Frobenius subalgebras of s/(n + k, C). 
2. One auxiliary result 
In this section we would like to discuss the following problem. Let a Lie algebra g 
be of the form g = L @N, a semidirect product of an arbitrary Lie algebra L and a com- 
mutative ideal N c g (in other words g as a vector space is the direct sum L @N and 
[L,N] C N). Our next aim is to consider a 2-cocycle B satisfying B(n’,nz) = 0 for any 
n 1, n2 E N and establish sufficient and necessary conditions for B to be non-degenerate. 
Lemma 1. Let g and B be as above. Then B(~‘+n’,&2+r~)=B0(~‘,42)+(~(8~) 
(Q-cp(ez)(n’). Here eiEL, niEN, BogZ*(L,C), qeZ’(L,N*). 
Proof. For any 1 EL, n EN put q(l)(n) = B(I, n). It follows that cp E Z’(L, N*). Bo is 
clearly the restriction of B to L. 0 
Proposition 1. Let g and B be us in Lemma 1. Then B is non-degenerate if and only 
(f the following two conditions hold: 
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(1) Bo is non-degenerate on Ker cp c L. 
(2) cp: L-N* is an epimorphism. 
Proof. (1) First, we show that if conditions 1 and 2 hold, then B is non-degenerate. 
Assume that there exist a EL and n EN such that B(x + m, a + n) E 0 for any x EL, 
mEN. 
Set x = 0. Then q(a)(m) = 0 and hence a E Ker cp. Since Bo is non-degenerate on 
Ker cp, there exists y E Ker cp such that B&J, a) # 0. Then B(y, a + n) = B&v, a) + q(y) 
(n) = Bo(y, a) # 0. This contradiction shows that B is non-degenerate. 
(2) Conversely, let us assume that B is non-degenerate. Clearly, any linear func- 
tion f(n) on N can be represented in the form f(n) = B(x + m,n) = q(x)(n) since 
B is a non-degenerate bilinear form. Therefore, cp is an epimorphism. Further, there 
exists a subspace T c L such that TEN *. We just have to choose T satisfying 
T@Kercp=L. 
There is a canonical pairing between T and N, namely (n, t) =B(t,n)= q(t)(n). 
Let us prove that Bo is non-degenerate on Ker q. If untrue, there exists a non-zero 
element b E Ker cp such that Bo(b, x) = B(b,x) = 0 for any x E Ker cp. The non- 
degeneracy of B implies that b induces an element of T* G N. Therefore, there exists 
no EN such that Bo(b,x) = cp(x)(no) for any x E T. On the other hand, this equality 
holds for any x EL. Really, T $ Ker cp = L and Bo(b,s) = 0 for any s E Ker cp. Hence, 
for any t E T we see that 
Bdb, t + s) = Bdb, t) = cp(t)(no> = q(t + s>(m). 
Let us show that b + no is contained in the kernel of B. For any x EL, m EN we have 
B(b + no, x + m) = Bo(b,x) + q(b)(m) - cp(x)(no) = 0, since b E Ker rp. The proposition 
is proved. q 
Remark. If cp is a coboundary which means in this case that q(a)(m) = f([a, m]) for 
some f E N*, then condition 2 of Proposition 1 means that L acts transitively on N* 
with the generic point f. 
3. Rational solutions of CYBE and quasi-Frobenius Lie algebras 
Now, we need the following result from [4], which can be obtained using consider- 
ations similar to those were used in the case k = 0. 
Theorem 4. Let W c d&n, UZ[[u-‘]])d;’ correspond to a rational solution of CYBE 
of class k. Let Pk c d(n) be the maximal parabolic subalgebra corresponding to the 
simple root uk. In other words, 
Pk = {(aii) E St(n): a,=0 ifi>k and j Sk}. 
Then W induces a subalgebra L c s/(n) such that 
L+Pk=&(n) 0) 
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and a 2-cocycle B on L, which is non-degenerate on 
LnPk. (ii) 
Conversely, any pair (L, B) satisfying conditions (i), (ii) uniquely generates W c dk 
s6(n, C[[u-‘]])d;’ satisfying conditions of Theorem 2; hence, a rational solution of 
class k. 
Proposition 2. Let N be the following commutative subalgebra of ge(n + k): 
N={(aij): aij=O ifi>n OVA 5 n}. 
Similarly, we can embed ge(k) into ge(n + k) as 
g/(k) = {(au) E ge(n + k): aij = 0 if i < n or j < n} 
and L c g{(n) into ge(n + k) as 
L C g{(n) = {(aij): aij=O ifi > n or j 2 n}. 
Then condition (i) of Theorem 4 is equivalent o the following statement: the adjoint 
action of LcE ge(k) on N is transitive with the generic point E =El,n+l + E2,n+2 +
. . + Ek,+k, where {Eij} are matrix units. Moreover, the stabilizer of this generic 
point iS isomorphic to L n Pk c s/(n). 
Proof. There exists a canonical projection ‘II : Pk -+ g{(k), namely, n(Eij) = 0 if i > k or 
j > k, which is a Lie algebra homomorphism in this case. It is easy to compute the sta- 
bilizer of the point E under the action L @ g{(k) on N, which is {e-t n(e) EL @ gQk)} 
with / E L n Pk, hence is isomorphic to L n Pk. Now, the fact that L @ gQk) acts tran- 
sitively on N is equivalent to that of dim L + k2 - dim(L flPk) = dim N = kn. The latter 
equality is equivalent to condition (i) of Theorem 4. The proposition is proved. 0 
Proposition 1 and the Remark after it imply the following 
Corollary. Let (L,Bo) satisfy conditions of Theorem 4. Let 
M = {(aij) E ge(n + k): (aij)’ EN}. 
Then the subalgebra L @ g/(k) $ A4 c gQn + k) is quasi-Frobenius with 
B(G + g1 + ml, 6 + g2 + mz)=Bo(el,&) + WI + gl)(mz) - cp(& + gz)(ml). 
Here 8i EL, gi E g/(k), mi EM and cp E Z’(L @ ge(k),M*) = Z’(L @ g/(k),N) is the 
coboundary generated by the linear function f(m) = tr(E . m) with E = E1,,+1 +. . . + 
Ek,,,+k EN C gE(n + k) (in other words cp(l + g)(m) = tr(E . [I + g,m])). 
Now, we can prove the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 5. Let us have a quasi-Frobenius ubalgebra of ge(n + k) of the form 
L @ g{(k) @ A4 with a 2-cocycle B on it satisfying B(ml, m2) = 0 for any ml, m2 E M 
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(here L C s&n)). Suppose that the corresponding cp E Z’(L @ ge(k),N) is a cobound- 
ary. Then this quasi-Frobenius algebra induces a rational solution of CYBE of class 
k for s/(n) if B(L, gl(k)) = 0. 
Proof. Proposition 1 and the remark after it provide that the adjoint action of L @ g{(k) 
on N is transitive. Using some transformation from GL(n) x GL(R) we can assume that 
the generic point is exactly E = I?,,~+, +. . i- Ek++k and the corresponding coboundary 
is of the form cp(Z+g)(m) = tr(E.[l+g, ml). Clearly, Ker cp = Stabilizer(E). According 
to Proposition 1, the restriction of the 2-cocycle B to L @ gQk), namely, Bo, is non- 
degenerate on Stabilizer(E) = {/ + n(e): e EL n Pk} ” L n Pk, where 71: Pk + ge(k) 
was defined in the proof of Proposition 2. We have to define a 2-cocycle on L, which 
is non-degenerate on L n Pk (Theorem 4). 
We have that Bo(e,s) = 0 for any e E L, s E g/(k). Therefore, B,-, = B1 $ B2, where 
BI is a 2-cocycle on L and B2 is a 2-cocycle on ge(k). Clearly, B~(sl,s~) = p([sI,s2]) 
for some linear function p on se(k) because H2(ge(k),C)=0. Now, let us define 
n : se(n) -+ ge(k) exactly as in the proof of Proposition 2, namely, rt(Eij) = 0 if i > k 
or j> k. Note that rt is just a linear map. However, its restriction to Pk is a Lie algebra 
homomorphism. 
We have Bo(~ + 44 1, 42 + 7442 1) = 4 (4, & > + p([n(G 1, 744 )I>. 
Now, we define the following 2-form on L 
&(~1,&)=B1(~1,&) + ~(7r([/1l,&l)). 
We see that B3 is a 2-cocycle, because obviously p($[/~, 84)) is a 2-cocycle and 
even a coboundary. It remains to prove that B3 is non-degenerate on L fl Pk. For 
e1,eZ ELnPk we have &(4,&)=Bl(4,&) + ~(71([el,e2l))=Bl(el,e2> + p([n(G), 
7c(&)]) =Bo(/l + 7c(el),& + 7c(&)) because rc is a Lie algebra homomorphism on 
Pk. The statement on non-degeneracy follows from the non-degeneracy of Bo on 
Stabilizer(E) = {G‘ + x(e): e EL fl Pk}. The theorem is proved. 0 
Remark. The condition B(L, g&(k)) = 0 is clearly fulfilled if B is a coboundary since 
[L, gQk)] = 0. Another case is L = [L,L]. Then 
W,&‘(k)) =B(Wl,g4k)) = - B(W(k)Jl,L) - NLg@)lJ) = 0 
again since [gl(k), L] = 0. 
So, Theorem 5 states that any quasi-Frobenius Lie subalgebra of g/(n+k) of a special 
form with a special 2-cocycle B provides a rational solution of CYBE for s/(n) of class 
k. Therefore, we can say that any quasi-Frobenius subalgebra of sQn + k) provides at 
most 2 rational solutions of CYBE: the first one for s/(n+k) in any case and the second 
one for sC(n) in some cases. This shows that the classification of rational solutions for 
all s/(N) is equivalent to the classification of all quasi-Frobenius subalgebras of all 
s/(N). 
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Our last goal is to prove that the rational solution depends on the image of B in 
H*(L @ gQk) @ M, C) if we fix the subalgebra L @ g&k) @M. 
Analyzing the proof of Theorem 5 we see that if we have two different cocycles on 
L @ g{(k) $ M then we have two different generic points for the action of L @g/(k) 
on N, say X and Y. Clearly, there exists an element from GL(n) x GL(k), which 
transforms X to Y. 
Proposition 3. We can choose this transformation from the group G(L) x GL(k), 
in other words LCD g{(k) remains jxed. Here G(L) & SL(n) is the subgroup, which 
corresponds to L. 
Proof. Since dim N = nk, the conditions L @ ge(k) acts transitively on N with generic 
point X equivalent to that of (L@ gQk)) + Stabilizer(X)= se(n) @gQk). Here 
Stabilizer(X) is the stabilizer of X under the action se(n) @g/(k) on N. Therefore, 
we have two equalities 
(L @ g/(k)) + Stabilizer(X) = se(n) @ gl(k) 
and 
(L $ ye(k)) + Stabilizer(Y) = g/(n) @ ge(k). 
Clearly, the transformation, which sends X to Y, sends Stabilizer(X) to StabiZizer( Y) 
as well. Lemma 4.2 from [4] shows that then there exists a transformation T E G(L) x 
GL(k), which sends Stabilizer(X) to StabiZizer( Y) while L @g&(k) remains clearly 
fixed. It is easy to see that the equality Stabilizer(k) = Stabilizer(f) means that 
k= 1-f for some 1~ C\(O). Using I-‘T instead of T we obtain the required 
result. 
Theorem 6. Let us have a quasi-Frobenius subalgebra L @ g{(k) $A4 c ge(n+k) with 
two different non-degenerating cocycles B1, B2 satisfying the conditions of Theorem 5. 
Suppose images of B1 and B2 coincide in H*(L ~3 gQk) @M, C). Then the correspond- 
ing rational solutions are gauge equivaknt. 
Proof. Proposition 3 shows that we can assume that Bi = Bio + VE + pi, where B10, B20 
are the corresponding 2-cocycles on L, pi([sl,sz]) E B*(ge(k), C), and (PE E B’(L @I gL 
(k), N) c Z’(L $ g/(k), N) is the coboundary generated by the linear function f(m) = 
tr(m.E). Further, BI and Bz are from the same cohomology class since T from Proposi- 
tion 3 induces the identical action on H*(L@gQk) @M,C) and H2(L,C) 
(see [3]). Hence, we find that T*(Blo) and B20 lie in the same class of H*(L,C), 
where T*(Blo)(a, b) = Blo(T-IaT, T-‘bT). In other words Bzo(a, b) = T*(Blo(a, 6) + 
p( [a, b]). Using the proof of Theorem 5, we observe that the corresponding two rational 
solutions of class k are defined by pairs (L,&) and (L, T*-,o)), where &o(&, 8,) = 
B20Cf1,di) + ~2(74[~1,~21)) and T*~,o>(~~,~~;>=T*(B,o)(~,,~~,) + ~1(74[4,t21)) So, 
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we get ~~o(~~,~~~=~*~~o)(~~,~)+P([~I,~~~>+(PI -~2)(4~1,&1), for any f1,hEL. 
Thus, &a and T*?zjto) lie in the same class of H2(L,C). Then Proposition 4.2 [4] 
implies the required result. 
4. Applications 
Assume that a pair (L,B) defines a rational solution of class k and is such that 
L C se(n) acts irreducibly in C”. Clearly, then L is semisimple and moreover, L @ g/(k) 
acts irreducibly on N g C” @ (Ck)* and on A4 = N* ” (C’)* @ Ck. Moreover, 
according to Proposition 1, the Remark after it and Proposition 2 L 6~ gf(k) acts tran- 
sitively on A4 = N* and B is non-degenerate on the stabilizer of the generic point (we 
extend B to L @gl(k) from L in the trivial way). On the other hand H2(L) = 0 and 
hence B is a coboundary. So we have arrived at the following: 
Problem. To classify irreducible transitive actions such that the stabilizer of the generic 
point is a Frobenius Lie algebra (i.e. B is a coboundary). 
Solution. The problem was solved in [2]. To describe the solution we need 
Lemma E. (see [2]) IfL $ g/(k) acts transitiuely OIZ @” @ Ck then L CE gb(n -k) acts 
transitively on (C”)* @ CnPk and the corresponding stabilizers are isomorphic. 
Remark. On the language of rational solutions Lemma E corresponds to the statement 
that the automorphism of order 2 of the Dynkin diagram for s&n) provides a one-to- 
one correspondence between rational solutions of class k and n - k. 
Up to the change of data described in Lemma E we have the following possibilities 
only: 
(1) s/(n) @ gd(k) acts on C” @ Ck with the highest weight nl @A:, where ny (i = 
1 ,a.., n - 1) are the fundamental weights for s/(n) and k is co-prime to YI. 
(2) gQ2) acts on C4 with the highest weight 3n:. 
(3) sQ3) @ gt(2) acts on C6 @ C2 with the highest weight 2n: @ .4:. 
(4) s/(5) @g/(2) acts on @lo 8 C2 with the highest weight YIP @ iif. 
(5) s/(5) @ gC(4) acts on Cl0 @ C4 with the highest weight A: @ iif. 
Finally, we observe that any row in the list defines many different rational solutions. 
For instance, row (4) defines a solution of class 8 and 2 for s/( 10) with L=s/(5) 
embedded into se( 10) through its representation AZ. Then Corollary to Proposition 2 
provides solutions of class 0 for s/(12) and s/(18). Representing s/(5)@g&(2) as 
se(s) @s/(2) @ ge( 1) acting on @lo @ C2 @ @’ we obtain a rational solution of class 
1 for sC(20) with L =s6(5)@s/(2) embedded into s/(20) through its representation 
AZ @ A:. And so on. 
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